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Path Solutions unveils nextgeneration technology platform
The new iMAL 14 addresses significant need for clients looking
to achieve both innovation and speed in new product development
December 22, 2014 - ath Solutions, the global leader in Islamic financial services software, today announced the
availability of its new technology platform - iMAL 14, built using Java Enterprise Edition (Java EE) technology with
significant functional and technical enhancements to help accelerate time-to-market and reduce maintenance
costs.
As the core system modernization remains a compelling priority, Path Solutions has advanced the state-of-the-art
in Islamic banking technologies with innovations that no other IT vendor can match. The new integrated platform
unveiled by Path Solutions will give financial institutions a single view of their customers coupled with real-time
customer analytics, a complete view of risk, a compelling and interactive channel banking experience and the
most advanced reporting tools; all while lowering their IT expenditures through greater process automation.
Path Solutions embarked on a phenomenal run of new technology venture aimed at accelerating the pace of
financial innovation by giving financial institutions the tools to increase operational efficiencies while offering
highly differentiated products and services in a market undergoing significant regulatory, competitive and customer changes.
“This breakthrough release was driven by clients’ requirements. From the onset, we have been motivated to make
it a great platform for them”, said Grace Saade, VP Product Engineering & Management at Path Solutions. She
continued, “iMAL 14 has been developed using a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) approach providing a cost
effective solution, running 24/7 real-time, improving the agility of financial institutions and enabling them to be
well equipped for the market challenges of today and tomorrow”.

The SOA-based iMAL 14 suite allows faster development time, integrating seamlessly with any core banking system. It is built using MVC (Model–View-Controller)
design pattern, allowing a complete physical and logical separation of the presentation, business logic and data access layers, thus supporting different deployment architectures and enabling advanced patch management, which in turn reduces test
cycle times for faster time-to-market.
iMAL 14 can be dynamically customized without any code changes, enabling financial institutions to quickly respond to market changing conditions and to align with
future business initiatives and strategies. The system which resembles a Product
Factory, is highly flexible and parameterized, and provides real value in reducing
time to market for product introduction.
“We have heavily invested in the componentization of both the technical and functional levels“, Saade explained.
“Developed on top of in-house built components, iMAL 14 ensures standardization and quick GUI changes across
the different modules. The componentization is also extended to the business level: The application screens are
business components, out of which, financial institutions can dynamically recreate new screens and customize
them to accelerate technology support for new products. An advanced search engine is also provided for easier

and faster data retrieval, and hence ensures improved customer experience. iMAL 14 is built with the end-user in
mind, allowing him to customize the interface to his personal preference settings, building his landing page with
widgets and embedding his favorite items. Online Context-Sensitive Help is also provided to guarantee a quick and
successful initialization phase for new users”, Saade said.
iMAL 14 has strong multilingual capabilities which help in the rapid deployment in any geographical location. A
customization utility is also provided for clients willing to change the labels as per their convenience.
For financial institutions looking at cloud services to reduce the cost of their IT infrastructure and day-to-day operations, this much anticipated release of iMAL 14 is delivered as software-as-a-service (SaaS), a hosted software
or cloud-based delivery model. SaaS offers quick, easy access to iMAL core banking system without the need for
numerous IT resources and costly software and hardware infrastructure, making it the ideal deployment for financial institutions wishing to secure their future, away from the complicated and cumbersome systems.
“The cloud-based delivery model provides lower upfront costs, rapid deployment and access anytime, anywhere
on any device with a web browser”, added Saade. “Our clients will benefit from open, modern technology to
accelerate innovation, greatly increasing the speed and effectiveness with which new products and services are
created and launched in the market. This high-uptime operational efficiency enables them to provide superior
customer service at a lower total cost of ownership”.
Path Solutions complements iMAL 14 release with the new web-based iMAL*CRMPlus, based on Microsoft Dynamics CRM, providing users with a drill-down capability to the transaction level, in addition to the management
of current and prospective customers’ contacts, leads, opportunities and relationships; along with world-class
solutions such as iMAL*2Retail, 2Corporate and 2Mobile Portal which are designed for intensive deployment
environments that demand scalability and high availability. These solutions are fully integrated with all iMAL modules and have the flexibility to integrate with other core banking systems through an integration layer, providing
a secure hub where customers can safely bank online.

The company has also introduced new and improved BI and RM solutions, characterized by flexible technical architectures and an expanding data warehouse built
on SQL server. The new technologies are backed up by Analysis Services that leverage in-memory technology and provide interactive exploration of aggregated data,
self-service capabilities that empower users with data discovery, analysis and visual
exploration, and navigation through SharePoint.
“We’re seeing a major shift in the marketplace, as more and more financial institutions transform themselves to
become customer-aligned businesses”, commented Jacob Zachariah Karuvelil, Path Solutions’ EVP - Professional
Services & Global Support. “In our journey to making all our clients partners for life, we are pleased to continue
driving an aggressive, growth-oriented business plan, including constant investments in new software technology
capabilities to further accelerate their growth, and drive both industry best practice and competitive advantage
for them. Upgrades are part of a regular ‘fitness plan’ that provides continuous momentum and agility for financial
institutions; Hence we invite our clients to take advantage of iMAL 14 as their core processing engine with this
newly available upgrade”.

Path Solutions has built a leadership position by continuously innovating in differentiated, mission-critical software solutions to stay at the forefront of the financial
industry. iMAL Islamic Banking & Investment System is a perfect fit for the vertical
markets. With significant architectural renewal through componentization and web
deployment, iMAL offers particular appeal to financial institutions willing to take
advantage of the flexibility, reliability, scalability and portability that this platform
offers.

Path Solutions wins ‘Best Islamic

Finance Technology Provider’
at the 2014 International Finance
Magazine Awards

A record award-winning year for Path Solutions; this noteworthy haul comprises
a number of consecutive wins, and has seen the Islamic IT firm achieve phenomenal success
November 17, 2014 - ath Solutions, a Kuwait-based IT company specializing in Sharia-compliant software solutions and services for the Islamic financial services industry, today announced it received the International Finance
Magazine (IFM) Award for ‘Best Islamic Finance Technology Provider in 2014’. IFM, a financial magazine headquartered in London, honors organizations in niche segments that exhibit brilliance and add value to the international
finance industry through their innovative contributions and initiatives.
Commenting, Sunil Bhat, Chairman International Finance Magazine said, “On behalf of IFM, I would like to congratulate Path Solutions on winning the IFM 2014
Award for ‘Best Islamic Finance Technology Provider’. Islamic finance is attracting
a lot of interest around the world. This interest is riding on significant investments
by Sharia-compliant funds outside the core area comprising the Middle East. As
the rest of the world realises the benefits, it is obvious that Islamic finance will see
significant growth in the years to come. We believe companies like Path Solutions
will play a big role in enabling this growth through their unique software solutions”.
The award tops off a big year for Path Solutions, as the company launches a series of next-generation technologies
and services to help Islamic financial institutions respond strategically to today’s business challenges and drive
productivity improvements across front, middle and back offices.
“We are pleased to be recognized for the second consecutive year by such a well-respected publication as IFM, and equally proud to see our hard work, determination and focus pay off”, stated
Mohammed Kateeb, Path Solutions’ Group Chairman & CEO. “Our solutions, supported by the
construction of a next-generation platform, are structured around the needs of our clients’ businesses to enable them to compete efficiently and cost effectively in global markets. As we continue to offer our clients cutting-edge Islamic banking solutions and services, we are committed
to constantly improve on our service delivery processes to them”, Kateeb confirmed.
Path Solutions is unique in its ability to combine industry knowledge, expertise and market-leading software solutions and services capabilities, to address the full spectrum of the global Islamic finance industry. Last month, Path Solutions also received the 2014 GIFA Award in the ‘Best Islamic Finance Technology
Provider’ category.
The IFM Awards celebrate individuals and organizations in international finance that continue to raise
the bar in the financial industry through notable achievements. The awards also shine the spotlight on
organizations that exhibit brilliance in niche segments of the global finance industry and are based on a
combination of reader nominations and expert analysis. The winners were honored at a gala ceremony
held in central London on 18 November 2014.

Path Solutions has yet again proven to be
the Undisputed Leader in the field of

Islamic Banking Technologies

November 3, 2014 - ath Solutions, the largest Islamic core banking systems provider
is pleased to announce that it has been recognized as ‘Best Islamic Finance Technology
Provider’ in the 2014 Global Islamic Finance Awards (GIFA).
All selections were made by the GIFA Committee, who after extensive consultations, unanimously decided in favour of Path Solutions.
According to Professor Humayon Dar, Chairman of the GIFA Awards Committee and Founder of Edbiz Corporation,
“Path Solutions deserves this honor. They have been working tirelessly to deliver cutting-edge software solutions
to support their clients’ unique business objectives”.
“Path Solutions continues to play a vital role in the development of the Islamic finance industry worldwide, and
winning the GIFA award reiterates our constant endeavor in bringing about technology innovations to suit our
clients’ ever changing needs and requirements”, commented Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO of Path
Solutions.
The ‘Best Islamic Finance Technology Provider’ award was presented to Abd El
Aziz Lotayef, EVP - Presales & Business Consulting, Path Solutions at the Annual
GIFA Awards Ceremony on the evening of October 27th at the H Hotel Dubai, in
the presence of Chief Guests Dato Sri Najib Razak, Prime Minister of Malaysia,
and the President of Kazakhstan H.E. Nursultan Nazarbayev, who were named
recipients of the prestigious “Global Leadership in Islamic Finance” awards.
The GIFA Awards are one of the most prestigious awards in the global Islamic financial services industry. GIFA aims to recognize the success and achievements
of institutions and individuals who have largely contributed to the growth of
the global Islamic finance industry.

Path Solutions proudly
supports IFIF Sudan 2014
December 11, 2014 - Path Solutions, the world’s number one Islamic core banking solution provider
successfully concluded its participation in the first edition of the ‘International Forum on Islamic
Finance’, which was held on the 9th & 10th of December at Al Salam Rotana Hotel in
Khartoum, Sudan.
Held under the official patronage of the Ministry of Finance & National Economy and
the Central Bank of Sudan and in strategic partnership with Bank of Khartoum and
Dubai Islamic Bank, the two-day forum provided a high profile platform to specifically
focus on the opportunities and challenges that are forging the Islamic banking, finance
and investment landscape in Africa.
Convened under the theme “Fast-Tracking the Accessibility of Islamic Finance in Africa”, IFIF
Sudan brought together over 250 international delegates to join essential discussions delivered by industry leaders from across the world of Islamic finance seeking to capture Africa opportunity for Islamic finance.
As evidence of its commitment to the global Islamic finance industry, Path Solutions was present at the forum and
represented by its Regional Director-Sales, Nabil Alduraidi, a Guest Keynote Speaker at a session entitled “IT Solutions for the Islamic Microfinance Industry”, where he showcased iSHRAQ*Microfinance solution dedicated for
Islamic microfinance sector development.

Path Solutions is the Islamic Banking
Solutions Partner of WIBC 2014
December 9, 2014 - Path Solutions, the world’s number one Islamic banking software provider successfully concluded its participation in the 21st annual edition of the World Islamic
Banking Conference (WIBC 2014) at the Gulf Hotel in Bahrain.
The three-day conference, held on 1-3 December under the theme “Islamic Finance: Towards the New Paradigm Shift in Global Financial Markets”, began on December 1st under
the patronage of HRH Prince Khalifa Bin Salman Al Khalifa, the Prime Minister of Bahrain
with the official support of the Central Bank of Bahrain.
More than 1300 industry practitioners from over 50 countries representing over 300 institutions joined more than 90 international speakers and industry thought leaders to discuss critical issues that
would enable Islamic finance to move towards a new growth paradigm in global financial markets.
Besides being the Islamic Banking Solutions’ Partner of the world’s largest and most influential annual gathering of
international Islamic finance leaders, Path Solutions, represented by its EVP - Business Consulting & Pre-Sales, Abd
El Aziz Lotayef was a Guest Keynote Speaker at a session entitled “Insights into the New Innovations in the Global
Islamic Finance Industry”. Lotayef confirmed Path Solutions’ commitment to helping Islamic financial institutions
embrace innovation and successfully transform the way they run their businesses.
Moreover, the 2014-15 edition of the World Islamic Banking Competitiveness Report was launched at a specially
convened session at the conference. Developed in collaboration with Ernst and Young’s Global Islamic Banking
Centre, the report titled “Participation Banking 2.0” was presented by Abid Shakeel, Advisory Financial Services,
and Noman Mubashir, MENA - Advisory Services.

Path Solutions at the EU Islamic
Finance & Banking Summit
November 20, 2014 - Representatives of financial institutions in UK, France, Germany, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Turkey, GCC and other nations gathered at the 1st EU Islamic Finance & Banking Summit that took place on the 18th
& 19th of November at Jumeirah Carlton Tower in London, UK.
The two-day summit was a platform for authorities, regulatory bodies, banking institutions and other stakeholders
in Islamic finance implementations to learn from best practices, exchange views and coordinate their efforts to
strategically adopt the current trends in Islamic finance and banking services.
Path Solutions’ delegation joined other industry leaders in the summit with the aim to contribute to industry-led
initiatives.

Path Solutions Sponsored
the 4th Global Islamic

Microfinance Forum

November 7, 2014 - Jointly organized by Al Huda
Centre of Islamic Banking and Economics and
Akhuwat, the fourth edition of the Global Islamic
Microfinance Forum took place on the 1st & 2nd
of November at Dusit Thani in Dubai, UAE.

The forum which was followed by two days specialized training workshop on Sharia standards and marketing strategies of Islamic microfinance has attracted delegates from international organizations related to microfinance, Islamic microfinance, micro insurance and NGOs
from over 25 countries from across the Islamic financial services industry.
The purpose of the forum was to introduce Islamic microfinance as an effective tool for poverty alleviation and
social development, to set its standards and to have a dialogue with international donor agencies for sustainable
development.
The 4th edition focused as well on how to gather the stakeholders under one platform in order to form a strategy for the development of such organizations, with discussions addressing
pertinent issues affecting the industry.
As an Islamic Technology Partner of this prestigious forum, Path Solutions is well positioned
to help microfinance institutions launch Shariacompliant microcredit, savings and other Islamic
financial products to lower-income groups and
people with potential for entrepreneurship.

Corporate
Academy
General Business Training Sessions
Managing Difficult Relationships & Conflicts

NEWS

In every organization we find a mix of difficult relationships and a lot of conflicts; none of these can be solved
without proper training. Acknowledging this fact, the Corporate Academy offered the “Managing Difficult Relationships & Conflicts” mini seminar twice, on November 6 & 13, 2014 to 22 attendees from different departments
at Path Solutions Lebanon. This training was provided by Joseph Moghabghab, VP Corporate Academy.
The course objectives were:
• To have the employee’s potential fully utilized
• To establish and maintain good communication in relationships and in conflicts
• To avoid no-win situations
• To leverage conflict as a tool to generate employee innovation.
As to the content of this course, it mainly focused on:
• Enhancing supportive relationships
• Managing low trust relationships
• Simplified alternative
• The nine difficult communication situations.

iMAL Training Sessions
Following the release of a new version of iMAL modules, a series of training sessions were offered to all employees
at Path Solutions to learn about the new changes applied to the system.
The training sessions were as follows:
• New JAVA Interface Features, given by Denisk Haddad on August 7 & September 12
• Application Installation and Deployment on Weblogic, given by Denisk Haddad on August 11
• Reports Migration and Testing given by Nathalie Bekai on August 12, 13 & 14
• CSM New Features given by Joelle Maalouli on August 26
• CSM & Batch Processing Parameterization Conversion, by Joelle Maalouli (for the business part) and William
Haber (for the technical part) on August 27
• CSM & Reporting Data Model Changes, Database Upgrade given by Walid Bou Rashed on August 28
• Infrastructure & Technical Overview given by Ziad Chaker and Wissam Ghantous on September 3 & 5
• CSM New Procedures given by Guitta Abou Gharrash on September 4, 2014.

New Hire Induction Programme
As usual and following the Orientation session, an Induction Programme was arranged for Path Solutions’ new
employees in order to assist in adjustment to their new job tasks, and to help them become familiar with their new
work environment and the people working around them.
This type of programme also outlines the basic overview of the business and its services as well as the new employee’s role in the company.

A series of trainings followed the Induction Programme, provided by Elissar Saad, Assistant Manager of the Corporate Academy, tackling the differences between Islamic and Conventional Banking as well as an overview of the
different modules of iMAL:
• iMAL*SADS given by Khaled Berjawi on November 18
• iMAL*Accounting given by Khaled Berjawi on November 19
• iMAL*BatchProcessing given as well by Khaled Berjawi on November 20
• iMAL*CustomerServiceManagement given by Elie Saikaly on November 25 & 26
• iMAL*IslamicProfitCalculation given by Khaled Berjawi on November 27, 2014.

Partnership with University of Strasbourg
Again this year, the University of Strasbourg requested the expertise and know-how of Path Solutions to deliver the
course entitled “Role of IT in Islamic Finance” as part of its Executive MBA (EMBA) in Islamic Finance Programme.
The course was given by Joanna Elian, PMP, Principal Consultant at Path Solutions, on the 28th and 29th of October 2014 in Strasbourg, France.
Students from various backgrounds and interests such as licensed attorneys, technical developers and portfolio
managers brought a different perspective to the discussion and were interested in Islamic Finance best practices
and how to expand their understanding and knowledge in the field.
During the two-day course, the University of Strasbourg students were offered an overview of Islamic Finance
principles, the difference between Islamic and Conventional Finance, the differences between Financing and Treasury products along with their related workflows and how to implement them using iMAL system.
Each one of the students had the opportunity to work on a separate PC, where iMAL was installed, and was given
real life examples and asked to apply them on the
system.
As per the evaluation forms filled by the students,
the hands-on-creation exercise proved to be a success
for them and they were pleased to test the system and
practice what they have learned in class.

CLIENT
INTERVIEW
Mr. Boubacar Diallo
Head of IT

Banque Islamique de Guinée - Guinea
Banque Islamique de Guinée, owned and managed by Dakar-based Tamweel Africa SA, is one of
the four African banks under Tamweel Holding that have selected Path Solutions’ iMAL Islamic Banking & Investment System.
The system is said to help the four banks ensure full Sharia-compliant operations while delivering high quality customeroriented services and competitive Islamic financing products.

Why did BIG decide to implement a
new system?
BIG was looking for a modern, centralized and secure system which
operates in accordance with Sharia
principles.

When did the implementation begin?
It started on 22 May 2014.

How was it selected (market research,
tender etc.)?
The selection process has gone
through a very selective consultative
process which involved Tamweel Africa SA management.

What stages did it consist of? And
what stage is the project at now?
It included analysis, parameterization, data migration, training, UAT 1
& UAT 2, deployment followed by Go
Live on 10 November 2014.
Currently, BIG is under Path Solutions’
remote Support.

What companies/systems did you
look at?
We looked at both IT vendors present
in Africa Temenos and Path Solutions.
What were the main criteria for selection?
Beyond adherence to Islamic law,
main criteria for selection included
compliance to legal and regulatory
requirements and key capabilities
such as high performance,processing
speed, data security, risk management and total cost of ownership.
Why was iMAL chosen?
As I said earlier, Path Solutions has
developed iMAL from the ground up
on the basis and principles of Sharia,
in addition to the company having a
number of satisfied clients in Africa.
How was the selection process?
For evaluating the system, we required from candidates a detailed
workshop for system comparison, followed by Q&A sessions.

What architecture iMAL uses?
iMAL supports both client-server and
3-tier architectures.

Was there a lot of customization of
the system?
There was customization to allow
iMAL to interface with the clearing
system as defined by the Central Bank
of Guinea.
What functionality did the system
cover?
The system covered the following
modules CSM, Alert, Connect, Swift
Integration, Clearing Interface, Trade
Finance, Accounting, Central Bank
Reporting, Fixed Assets, Facility Management, Islamic Invest and Report
Designer.
What other systems/applications was
iMAL interfaced to?
It was interfaced to the electronic information and payment system, and
with SWIFT network through SWIFT
Alliance.

Did you expect challenges with the
transition?
Yes, in data migration.
Did you have any third parties to help
you with the implementation?
Not at all. Everything has been executed by Tamweel project team.
How was the Go Live, a “big bang” or
phased? Was there any parallel run of
old and new systems?
I can say that there was no parallel
run. We run two simulations of one
day each.
Does Path Solutions have an onsite
team till now?
Not anymore.
What advantages did the new technology bring to your bank?
With iMAL, BIG is experiencing improved efficiency, enhanced security
while delivering exceptional customer
experience including a wide range of
innovative Sharia-compliant products
to the local community.

LEARN
MORE

Where next for Islamic
asset management?
by Ms. Haliza Abd Rahim

Today, the world’s richest 85 people have a combined wealth of GBP1 trillion (US$1.6 trillion),
the same amount as the poorest 3.5 billion of the population, according to a 2014 Oxfam
report. In the 1950s, there were 75 cities whose population exceeded 1 million; now there
are more than 500.
Neither of the above factors are sustainable in the long run, while both impact social stability and threaten global security. As asset owners and asset managers, we are now having to play catch-up in reacting to these global challenges.
But the good news is that the answer is flashing at us like Christmas light displays in winter.
Sustainable and responsible investing can address both the income gap and issues of resource scarcity through investing in companies which adopt good employment practices, distribute wealth in a more equitable manner, and adopt
environmentally and socially responsible production processes to reduce waste and limit harmful environmental
effects.
Now, two more figures. Over 60% of high net worth individuals (HNWIs) in a recent survey consider it either ‘extremely
important’ or ‘very important’ for their wealth to have a positive impact on society, according to the 2014 CapGemini
and RBC World Wealth Report; and today the global size of assets under management in Islamic funds is an estimated
US$73 billion. Simple mathematics therefore suggests that over US$40 billion of Islamic assets could be deployed in
investments that have a positive impact on society. And yet, there are fewer than a handful of Islamic funds investing
in line with internationally accepted ESG criteria, and their assets under management (AUM) are far below the billion
dollar mark.
The reasons for this disparity go back to the same perennial complaints which have been haunting chief investment
officers for three decades: Islamic funds lack scale, do not offer cost efficiency, have little product differentiation and
lack investor awareness. But the second piece of good news is that these are not insurmountable problems.
For example, Islamic investors bemoan the lack of Islamic product differentiation and that Islamic products mimic
conventional products while failing to reflect the founding ethics of Islamic finance. A good example is the continuing
excessive use of commodity Murabahah and the ongoing failure to implement the Mudarabah concept of risk sharing. One solution therefore is products which truly reflect the ethical aspects of Islamic finance by focusing on social
responsibility and ESG criteria.
We need to have the courage of our convictions and set up institutions based on a co-operative and equitable risksharing structure. In the context of asset management this could be achieved by firms in which employees are partners in the firm, bearing the burden of success and failure, and where partners are themselves financially invested in
the firm’s products, sharing the risks with investors.

Lastly, it is often said that Islamic funds have failed to attract institutional investors and lack scale. Bearing in mind that
many institutional investors, for example most pension funds and governmental institutions, are conservative investors often looking for beta products without excessive risk, with minimal leverage and shorting, a socially responsible
long-only Islamic equity fund which is aligned with internationally accepted ESG standards (such as the UN Global
Compact and the UN Principles of Responsible Investment) and which neither borrows nor engages in shorting, could
be an ideal investment vehicle. This is especially the case in light of recent research (including the recent report from
Arabesque Asset Management and the University of Oxford, ‘From the Stockholder to the Stakeholder’) providing
robust proof that integrating sustainability parameters into the investment process delivers competitive risk-adjusted
performance over the medium to longer term.
Now, some final numbers: In 2013, there were no Islamic investment managers signed up to the UN Principles of Responsible Investment. Today, there are two (Arabesque Asset Management and SEDCO Investment). This might seem
like a small step, but it is an important one. Genuinely ethical Islamic investing has finally arrived, and it is hoped — as
with all timely innovations — it will one day become mainstream.
(Reprint by kind permission)

Haliza Abd Rahim is a Legal Counsel in the Legal and Compliance department at Arabesque Asset Management Ltd., UK.
She holds an LLB degree from the University of Nottingham and an Msc in Finance and Financial Law from the School of Oriental and African Studies. She is a dual-qualified solicitor (Malaysia and the UK) with experience of working on Sharia-compliant Islamic banking and
finance transactions in two jurisdictions.
She is one of the most highly qualified lawyers in Islamic finance and an experienced speaker and trainer on Islamic finance subjects.
She has worked on a number of path-breaking transactions in investment banking and capital markets including the first ever UCITS III
umbrella (Dublin) and SICAV (Luxembourg) structures for Islamic funds.
She was previously Head of Legal Documentation at Al Hilal Bank, UAE; Managing Director of Operations and Legal Counsel at Islamic
Global Distribution Platform, British Virgin Islands; Head of Project Management and Legal Counsel at BMB Islamic, UK; Legal Counsel at
Dar Al Istithmar, UAE and Corporate Lawyer at Mohamed Ismail & Co., Malaysia.

Path Solutions wishes to convey its sincere congratulations as well as prosperity
and continued success to its partners on winning the ‘2014 International Finance
Magazine Financial Awards’.

First Community Bank - Kenya
Best Islamic Bank

Ahli United Bank - Bahrain
Best Retail Bank

Tadhamon International Islamic Bank - Yemen
Best Islamic Bank

Kuwait Finance House - Kuwait
Best Islamic Bank

n
far - Oma
BankDho
il Bank
Best Reta

Bank of London and
The Middle East - UK
Best Islamic Bank

Bank Sohar - Oman
Most Socially Responsible Bank
Fastest Growing Bank
CEO, Dr. Mohamed Abdulaziz Kalmoor
Outstanding Contribution to Banking

Boubyan Bank - Kuwait
Fastest Growing Bank

Arab Bank - Jordan
Best Internet Bank
Best Commercial Bank

National Bank of Abu Dhabi (NBAD) - UAE
Best Investment Bank
KIPCO Asset Management Company
(KAMCO) - Kuwait
Best Asset Management Company

Bank Muscat Meethaq - Oman
Best Islamic Bank

National Bank of Kuwait - Kuwait
Best Private Bank
Best Commercial Bank

Bank of Khartoum - Sudan
Most Innovative Islamic Bank in Africa
Best Islamic Retail Bank in Africa

Gulf Bank - Kuwait
Best Retail Bank

Jaiz Bank - Nigeria
Best Islamic Bank

Islamic Corporation for the
Development of the Private Sector (ICD)
Excellence in Development of the Islamic Private sector

It’s with immense pleasure that we convey, on behalf of Path Solutions’ management and staff our sincere congratulations to Mr. Fadi Salim Al Faqih,
Chief Executive Officer of Bank of Khartoum in Sudan, for being elected the ‘WIBC Islamic Banker of
the Year 2014’ at the ‘21st Annual World Islamic Banking Conference Awards’ in Bahrain.
The WIBC Islamic Banker of the Year award uses a unique peer-based voting system to identify
the deserving winner from a short-list of nominees, with the results audited by Ernst & Young.
Our heartiest wishes to Mr. Al Faqih on this well-deserved recognition!

Path Solutions extends its warmest congratulations and best wishes to its partners on receiving the
‘World’s Best Banks 2014 Award’ by Global Finance magazine.
Congratulations to all on these well-deserved honors!
National Bank of Abu Dhabi - UAE
Best Bank

Amãna Bank - Sri Lanka
Best Islamic Financial Institution
Best Up and Comer Islamic Bank

Ahli Bank - Oman
Best Bank
Arab Bank - Jordan
Best Bank in the Middle East

Ahli United Bank - Bahrain
Best Bank

National Bank of Kuwait - Kuwait
Best Bank
Kuwait Finance House - Kuwait
Best Islamic Financial Institution

Al Baraka Bank - Algeria
Best Islamic Financial Institution

United Bank Limited - Pakistan
Best Bank

Path Solutions would like to congratulate KFH Kuwait for being recognized as
the ‘Largest Visa Card Issuer in Kuwait’ by Visa Inc.
The award comes in recognition of KFH’s ability to help accelerate the adoption of
secure, reliable and convenient electronic payment solutions in Kuwait.
We wish KFH Kuwait continued growth in the future!

Path Solutions extends its warm congratulations to National Bank of Kuwait
(NBK) for being awarded by VISA CEMEA for its ‘Outstanding Performance in the
Middle East and North Africa (MENA) in 2014’.
This distinction underpins the excellence of NBK’s services and its pioneering position
in oﬀering innovative and most convenient products available in the world today.
We wish NBK every success in the future!

Path Solutions felicitates KFH Kuwait on winning the ‘Best Islamic Bank in Kuwait’ award
from Asiamoney, one of global Euromoney group editions, for the ﬁfth consecutive year.
The award comes in recognition of KFH’s leading position, and the diversity and multiplicity of its
products and services. It also comes in recognition of the bank’s capability to achieve geographical
expansion, growth in businesses and market share, in addition to customer satisfaction,
innovation and reliability.
Path Solutions congratulates KFH Kuwait on this momentous win, and wishes
the bank continued success and growth in the years ahead!

It gives us great pleasure to congratulate Maisarah, the Islamic banking arm of
BankDhofar Oman on receiving the award of ‘Best Islamic Community Support
Bank 2014’ by Global Financial Market Review (GFM).
This award is an aﬃrmation of the success of BankDhofar in enhancing the quality of its products
and services, and its continuous commitment to social responsibility.
Best wishes from Path Solutions for the continued growth momentum!

Path Solutions is pleased to congratulate its partners for being recognized winners of
the Global Islamic Finance Awards 2014, and expresses its heartfelt congratulations to
all on these well-deserved awards!

Dr. Jamil El Jaroudi
Islamic Finance Personality of the
Year 2014

NBAD Islamic MENA Growth Fund
Best Islamic Fund 2014

Mr. Sulaiman Al Harthy
Upcoming Personality in Islamic
Finance 2014 (Pioneer Role)

Path Solutions is delighted to extend its best wishes to its clients winners of the
Islamic Business & Finance Awards 2014. We wish them every continuing
growth and success, and congratulate them on another great year!

Kuwait Finance House - Kuwait
Best Bank

Kuwait Finance House - Malaysia
Best Investment Bank - Asia

Sohar Islamic - Oman
Best Branding

Islamic Corporation for the Development of
the Private Sector - Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Best Development Bank

Bank of Khartoum - Sudan
Best Retail Bank - Africa

Dar Al Sharia - UAE
Best Shari’ah Advisory Service

Path Solutions is pleased to congratulate National Bank of Abu Dhabi (NBAD) and Ahli United Bank
(AUB) for being named respectively ‘Best Private Bank in the UAE’ and ‘Best Private Bank in the
Bahrain’ by The Banker & Professional Wealth Management magazines, at the 6th Annual Global
Private Banking Awards.
Receiving these accolades reflects our partners’ strong position in understanding clients’
needs and providing them with the necessary advice and tailored-made investment solutions
to preserve and grow their wealth.

Meet

Path Solutions
ABTEC MENA 2015
Manama - Bahrain
10 & 11 February 2015
-------------------------------------------------------------------IFN Awards Dubai Ceremony
Dubai - UAE
2 March 2015
-------------------------------------------------------------------Global Islamic Investment Gateway Forum
Manama - Bahrain
2 & 3 March 2015
-------------------------------------------------------------------IFN Awards KL Ceremony
Kuala Lumpur - Malaysia
9 March 2015

You are kindly invited to visit our booth and meet our IT experts
to learn more about how our solutions can benefit your business.
To book a meeting, please contact our Sales Representatives at salesteam@path-solutions.com

May this New Year be filled with peace, hope and blessings

